MATARA-BELIATTA RAILWAY EXTENSION PROJECT
Sri Lanka

Construction of elevated Rail Track Viaduct over the Wehella Flood-Plain

By Dr. F. A. Wingler, July 2017, Germany
http://www.drwingler.com
The Government of Sri Lanka and the Ministry of Transport have entrusted the
construction of the Matara to Beliatta Phase I extension to China Machinery Corporation
(CMC) of China as the contractor. The difficult topography and geology of the terrain is
challenging:

Route of Matara-Beliatta Extension
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The China National Machinery Import and Export Corporation is instrumental in the
construction work of the railway line. It will consist of twelve bridges, two tunnels. Railway
stations will be setup at Babrenda, Kekanadura and Wewrukannala.
The picture gallery gives an impression on the current state of affairs of the earth, bridge,
tunnel, surface-water management and drainage/culvert works and as well on the
progress of the works.
Following the warnings of the Irrigation Authorities that the span (2 x150 ft) of the Nilvala
Bridge is insufficient and that the pre 1995 embankment fillings formally prepared by Sri
Lanka Railways in the Nilvala Ganga flood-plain will hinder the free flow of the water in
case of a “century” flood and will increase the flood-water level on the north side of the
bridge and thus might the bridge abutments may be flushed away, the Chinese
construction company has already removed part of the old railway-line embankment filling
west and east of the Nilvala Ganga Railway Bridge ( - which had already cost SL a lot of
money - ) and build on both sides of the river bank in the flood prone area for the track an
elevated plinth concrete beam structure. Another elevated plinth beam structure over the
Wehella flood plain is under construction; see above:

May 2017 Flood in the Nilvala Ganga Flood-Plain; Pict. by P. de Silva
(See also Namini Wijedasa in THE SUNDAY TIMES, 11.June 2017)

Nilvala Ganga Bridge with insufficient Span; Pict.: International Railway Journal
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The Chinese constructers have lowered the track incline alignment towards Weherahena
Viharaya/Kekanadura and accordingly deepened the cutting up the Bambaranda Tunnel
portal:

Bambaranda Tunnel

The alignment is kept without any tight horizontal and vertical curves, gradients and it will
come nearly level-crossing free.
The picture gallery gives an impression about the scope of the works under progress.
It is a fundamental wisdom of Railway Track Engineering and Technology, that a rail-track
is as good as what is underneath, and that the longevity will depend, if the water can be
taken out and kept away from the track bed by a comprehensive surface water
management.
It will take probably another 4-6 years to finalise this high costly and prestigious project.
Still the earth filling for the Beliatta Railway Station and marshalling yard is not completed.
Such high fillings with local available soil will need at least 4 years to settle. It is
questionable if the high fillings on marshy subsoil without inside state-to-the-art GeoMesh/Grid (Steel or Geotextile) elements for stabilization to prevent yielding will have the
appropriate yielding/shear stability, bearing capacity and support modulus for the later to
be laid track and to be build Railway Stations. Problematical could be also the stiffness
transitions (abrupt change of the vertical stiffness) between soft embankment strata and
hard open-deck concrete bridges/elevated structures at the numerous abutments; see
Chapter VIII.6. DYNAMIC PROBLEMS AT TRACK TRANSITIONS, page 268ff in the
handbook of Dr. Arnold D. Kerr, FUNDAMENTALS OF RAILWAY TRACK
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ENGINEERING, Simmon-Boardman Books Inc., Omaha, USA, ISBN: 0911382-40-2,
2003.
The formation should have a support modulus of at least 20 MPa/m²; see
J.S.Mundrey/F.A.Wingler INDIAN RAILWAY TRACKS-A TRACK ENGINEERING
COMPENDIUM, Paragraph 8.9, p 285ff and Paragraph 18.10, p 567ff (see ANNEXURE);
free for download from http://www.drwingler.com; Design of Formation for Heavy Axle
Load, Report No. RDSO/2007/GE: 0014, November 2009, Geo-technical Engineering
Directorate Research Designs & Standards Organisation, Lucknow – 226011, India:
http://www.rdso.indianrailways.gov.in/works/uploads/File/0014.pdf ;
Dr. Bernhard Lichtberger, TRACK COMPENDIUM, Eurailpress, Hamburg, Germany,
ISBN: 978-3-7771-0421-8, 2011, Chapter 8 THE SUBSOIL, p. 217ff; Prof. Claus Göbel,
Prof. Klaus Lieberenz, HANDBUCH ERDBAUWERKE DER BAHN, eurail-press,
Hamburg, Germany, ISBN: 978-3-7771-0430-0, 2013; Chapter 3 and 4; see for Geogrid
Applications in Railways, Tensar International Corp.: www.tensarcorp.com; see also
ANNEXURE.
The costly 26 km rail-extension project might come finally to at least 25-30 Million US
Dollar per kilometer track-route (overall Project Costs of about 500 to 600 mio. US $), and
it will become a big financial burden for the country.

Elevated Plinth-Beam Track Structure on West Approach to the Nilvala Ganga Bridge
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Elevated Track Plinth-Beam Structure on East Approach to the Nilvala Ganga Bridge;
right Side: Remaining Parts of the old Embankment
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Elevated Track Plinth-Beam Structure on East Approach to the Nilvala Ganga Bridge
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Elevated Plinth-Beam Track Structure on East Approach to the Nilvala Ganga Bridge

Embankment/Formation Works on Matara Site
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Embankment and Drainage Gutter Works

Embankment and Retaining Wall Works
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Cutting Works on Tunnel Approach near Kekanadura
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Embankment, Drainage and Culvert Works

Surface Water Management Works near Ratmale
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Bridge Works near Ratmale

Bridge Works over Dikwella-Beliatta Road at Werukannala

Google Map of Works at Werukannala
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Bridge Works at Beliatta-Tangalla Road

Google Map of Land-Filling for Beliatta Railway Station
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Incomplete Earth Filling Works for Beliatta Railway Station and Marshalling Yard

For Beliatta Railway Station and Marshalling Yards, huge fillings on marshy land, formerly
used as paddy fields, are going on.

It is questionable if the high fillings on marshy subsoil without inside state-to-the-art GeoMesh/Grid (Steel or Geotextile) elements for stabilization to prevent yielding will have the
appropriate yielding stability, bearing capacity and support modulus for the later to be laid
track and to be build Railway Stations. The formation should have a support modulus of at
least 20 MPa/m²; see J.S.Mundrey/F.A.Wingler INDIAN RAILWAY TRACKS-A TRACK
ENGINEERING COMPENDIUM, Paragraph 8.9, p 285ff and Paragraph 18.10, p 567ff
(see ANNEXURE); free for download from http://www.drwingler.com; Design of
Formation for Heavy Axle Load, Report No. RDSO/2007/GE: 0014, November 2009,
Geo-technical Engineering Directorate Research Designs & Standards Organisation,
Lucknow – 226011, India:
http://www.rdso.indianrailways.gov.in/works/uploads/File/0014.pdf;
Dr. Bernhard Lichtberger, TRACK COMPENDIUM, Eurailpress, Hamburg, Germany,
ISBN: 978-3-7771-0421-8, 2011, Chapter 8 THE SUBSOIL, p. 217ff; Prof. Claus Göbel,
Prof. Klaus Lieberenz, HANDBUCH ERDBAUWERKE DER BAHN, eurail-press,
Hamburg, Germany, ISBN: 978-3-7771-0430-0, 2013; Chapter 3 and 4;.see for Geogrid
Applications in Railways, Tensar International Corp.: www.tensarcorp.com; see also
ANNEXURE. An alternative would be to keep the buildings on the stabled low ground and
arrange the platforms on the higher level with escalators and elevators, as found in some
new Indian Railway Projects.
Problematical could be also the stiffness transitions (abrupt change of the vertical stiffness)
between soft embankment strata and stiff open-deck concrete bridges at the numerous
abutments; see Chapter VIII.6. DYNAMIC PROBLEMS AT TRACK TRANSITIONS, page
268ff in the handbook of Dr. Arnold D. Kerr, FUNDAMENTALS OF RAILWAY TRACK
ENGINEERING, Simmon-Boardman Books Inc., Omaha, USA, ISBN: 0911382-40-2,
2003. Abrupt change of vertical stiffness at abutments can lead under traffic load to ballast
degradation and serious alignment defects as shown by the following picture:
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Typical short Wave-Length Alignment Defect at an abrupt vertical Stiffness Change
(Transition)

State-to-the-art method to reduce the vertical stiffness on the “hard-side” (open-deck of the
concrete bridges) is to provide an elastic mat between open concrete deck and subballast/ballast (sub-ballast mats) and/or to make use of Under-Sleeper Pads (USP; see
ANNEXURE) and appropriate softer rail-pads. An increase of the stiffness on the “softside” (strata of the embankment-filling) can be achieved by reinforcing with geotextile or
geogrids and by increasing the thickness of the blanket-layer.

Diagrammatic Representation of elastic Sub-Ballast Mat on Concrete Beam
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Laying of Sub Ballast Mats on stiff Concrete Strata

ANNEXURE
Excerpt from J.S.Mundrey/F.A.Wingler INDIAN RAILWAY TRACKS - A TRACK
ENGINEERING COMPENDIUM, Paragraph 18.10.4 and 14.9:
3. Bearing Capacity of the Formation; Measurement by Plate-Load Bearing Test:
The bearing capacity along with the estimated settlement is the foremost aspect to be considered for
the intended axle-loads and the resulting pressure at various levels of the formation layers. When
the bearing capacity is insufficient, application of repeated axle-loads will result in plastic
settlements of the embankment and sub-soil in due course of time resulting in track-settlements and
degradation. A typical parameter for the measurement of the Bearing Capacity is the Modulus of
Deformation EV2 derived from a repeated Plate-Load Bearing Test; EV1 is the Modulus of
Deformation from the first Plate-Load Bearing test. The Quotient of Ev1/Ev2 measured with the
Plate-Load Bearing Test gives information on the level of compaction or compression degree. It is
used as a qualify check to quantify the strength of a formation. It is regarded as a critical
characteristic for the behavior of formation and sub-grade materials under repeated loading strain.
The Plate-Load Bearing Test measures the settlement of a circular plate with a diameter of 30 cm
under gradual loading and un-loading. The Modulus of Deformation EV2 results from second
loading tests of a soil specimen. It is calculated with the following formula according to the theory
of settlement for a centrally loaded rigid circular plate on an elastic isotropic half-space with a
Poison`s Ratio of μ = 0.21:
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4. Sub-Grade-Modulus: This is a measure of bedding-layers stiffness and a parameter linked to the
bearing capacity of the soil as well. It takes in account the deformation condition. Commonly
referred terms determined by plate-load bearing-tests are:
E1 --- Modulus of Elasticity at first Loading,
E2 --- Modulus of Elasticity at second Loading,
EV --- Modulus of Deformation
EV1 --- Modulus of Elasticity (also of Deformation) at the first plate-load test,
EV2 --- Modulus of Elasticity (also of Deformation) at the second plate-load test,
Edyn --- Modulus under dynamic Load; approx. 1.2 to 2.5 times the E2 Modulus; for cohesive Soils
it is in the order of 45 MPa and for non-cohesive Soils 60 MPa,
Er --- resilient Modulus of the Soil-Layer (Sub-Grade, Formation, Sub-Soil Layers).
14.9 CONSTRUCTION OF EARTHWORK; GENERAL ASPECTS
14.9.1 Execution of Earthwork; General Aspects
1. The spreading of material in layers of desired thickness over the entire width of embankment
should be done by mechanical means and finished by a motor grader. The motor grader blade shall
have hydraulic control suitable for initial adjustment and for maintaining the same so as to achieve
the slope and grade.
2. Thickness of layer is decided based on field compaction trials. As a good practice thickness of
layer should be generally kept as 300 mm for fill material and 250 mm for blanket material in loose
state before compaction.
3. If natural moisture content (NMC) of the soil is less than the OMC, the calculated amount of
water based on the difference between OMC&NMC and quantity of earthwork being done at a time,
water should be added with sprinkler attached to water tanks and mixed with the soil by motor
grader or by other means in order to obtain an uniform moisture content. When the soil is too wet, it
is required to be dried by aeration near to OMC. Efforts should be made to keep the moisture
content level of the soil in the range of OMC ± 2% at the time of compaction.
4. Fill shall be placed and compacted in layers of a specified thickness of about 30 cm. The progress
rate should be, as far as possible, uniform so that the work is completed to final level almost at the
same time.
5. The rolling for compaction of fill material should commence from edges towards center with
minimum overlap of 200 mm between each run of the roller. In final pass, roller should simply
move over the surface without vibration so that top surface is properly finished.
6. Extra bank width of 500 mm on either side shall be rolled to ensure proper compaction at the
edges. The extra soil would be cut and dressed to avoid any loose earth at the slopes. This should
preferably be done with help of grade cutter.
7. At the end of the working day, fill material should not be left un-compacted. Care should be
taken during rolling to provide suitable slope on top of the bank to facilitate quick shedding of
water and avoid ponding on formation.
8. During construction of formation, there may be rainfall to the extent that rain cuts may develop
on the surface of formation due to erosion of soil. Care should be taken that these rain cuts are not
allowed to develop wide and deep otherwise these locations will remain weak spots. Provisions
should be made in contract conditions to attend and repair such rain cuts as a regular measure.
9. The top of the formation should be finished to cross slope of 1 in 30 from one end to other
towards cess/drain in multiple lines and from center of formation to both sides in single line.
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10. Once the top surface of the formation has been finished to proper slope and level, movement of
material vehicle for transportation of ballast, sleepers etc. should be avoided, these movements will
cause development of unevenness and ruts on the surface, which will accumulate water and weaken
the formation. The methodology of transportation of Permanent Way material needs to be planned.
11. In conversion, doubling or rehabilitation projects suitable benching of existing slope shall be
done before new earthwork is taken up to provide proper bonding between old and new earthworks.
It should be ensured that there is no humus material left on the benched slope. Care needs to be
taken to avoid entry of rainwater into the formation from this weak junction, otherwise this would
result in development of weak formation, slope failure and maintenance problems due to uneven
settlement etc.
12. At locations where the water table is high and the fill soil is fine-grained, it may be desirable to
provide a granular layer of about 30 cm thickness at the base above the subsoil across the full width
of formation.
13. At the places where embankment materials are not conducive to plant growth, top soil obtained
from site clearance as well as top layer of borrow pits, rich in organic content and suitable for plant
growth, may be stored for covering slopes of embankment and cutting after construction or other
disturbed areas, where re-vegetation is required, as far as practicable.
Excerpt from the Technical Railway Paper GLOBAL TRENDS IN TRACK
TECHNOLOGIES by F.A. Wingler, http://www.drwingler.com on Under Sleeper Pads
(USP):
The bottom of concrete sleepers touches the ballast stones only by an area of 10 to 11 %.
Moving or “dancing” concrete sleepers crush the ballast edges to dust, forming slurry with
water and fouling the ballast bed and its elasticity. With Under-Sleeper Pads (USP) the
contact area can be increased from 10 to 35 %, and the tamping intervals can be
prolonged by 2.75 times.
Providers for USP`s are the worldwide operating company Pandrol, UK, and Getzner,
Austria. Great benefits were identified by using Polyurethane “SYLOMER” USPs,
especially in stiffness-transition zones and approaches to turnouts, bridges and tunnels.
Following years of experience and due to an increase in the volume of concrete sleepers
being installed, the use of UPS’s is becoming common practice with infrastructure
management of DB (Germany), SNCF (France), ÖBB (Austria with the Projects “Innotrans”
and RIVAS), ADIF (Spain), INFRABEL (Belgium), REFER (Portugal), SBB (Switzerland)
and on the Heavy-Haul Iron-Ore MALBANAN (Sweden) and OFOTBANEN (Norway).
The track quality improvements are as follows:
• Ballast Protection against ballast degradation; the improvement in track quality
almost doubles the intervals between leveling, lining and tamping.
• Reduced ballast thickness from 30 to 20 cm due to a better load distribution.
• Fewer rail-corrugation especially in tight curves; grinding intervals may be more
than doubled.
• Mitigated effects of local discontinuities such as differences in track settlement,
hanging sleepers and differences in soil stiffness ect..
• Ideal use in stiffness transition zones to mitigate settlement differences or stiffnessstep changes.
• Can be used on the approach and running-off areas for bridges, transitions between
track construction types, rail expansion joints and to control short bridge responses.
• Better track quality in turnouts.
• Reduces Rail Corrugation, especially on tight radius curves.
• Extension of the Grinding Interval by at least a factor of two.
• Increased resistance against lateral sleeper displacement
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USP leads to significant reduction of the overall Life-Cycle Costs of a track structure,
especially on heavy used routes with tight curves.
Those benefits have a direct impact on the track maintenance costs, as USPs will reduce
the maintenance activities such as tamping, ballast cleaning and grinding. A reduction of
up to 38% in the life-cycle costs has been estimated for tracks fitted with USP`s and
subjected to more than 70,000 gross ton per day. In Austria lacing the sole of the concrete
sleepers with a rubber pad has become standard:

Under-Sleeper Pads; Pict. by Getzner, Austria

TENSAR SYSTEM Embankment Stabilization with Steel Geogrid Elements
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